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Abstract 
Caniglia, L., A. Galligo and J. Heintz, Equations for the projective closure and effective 
Nullstellensatz, Discrete Applied Mathematics 33 (1991) 1 l-23. 
Let k be a field and V be an algebraic subset of the affine space A#“) given by a family of 
polynomials with degrees bounded. The projective closure pcl( V) of V in Pn is the smallest 
closed projective subset of Pn containing V. We describe an efficiently parallelisable subex- 
ponential time algorithm to compute equations for pcl(V). We also show how equations for 
pcl(V) can be obtained by suitably truncated Groebner basis algorithms. The proof of the two 
algorithms are based on an effective Nullstellensatz. 
Let k be a field. Let V be an algebraic subset of the affine space An := 
is given by a family of poIynomiaIs fr , . . . , fs in k[x,, . . . ,x,,] with degrees bounded 
hy an integer d: 
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I/= {XEA”:f&Y)=o, l ,fs(~,=O}. 
The projective closure pcl( V) of V in Pn is the smallest closed projective subset 
of ‘I containing V. (Speaking about closure of algebraic sets we refer to the 
Zariski topology of the ambient space; in the case k = C the closure w.r.t. Zariski 
topology and w .r.t. the usual topology coincide.) 
Affine sets appear in a natural way in most applications, but projective sub- 
varieties are often easier to treat. 
The main reason is that projective varieties are defined by homogeneous ideals: 
the natural grading allows to introduce and compute geometric data (dimension, 
Hilbert polynomial) and perform geometric operations (intersection, decomposi- 
tion, . . .). 
Moreover, first pioneering results about the complexity of Grobner (also called 
standard) basis computations (a basic tool in computational algebraic geometry) 
and the efficient implementations of the corresponding algorithms were obtained 
relying on this grading; see for instance [1,3,6,7,17,18,21-23,251. 
Therefore, the question arrives: Whether it is possible to transfer results from the 
homogeneous case to the inhomogeneous case? 
Since all known complexity results about Griibner basis computations of ideals 
depend on the geometry of the corresponding variety, simple-minded techniques as 
homogenization of the input polynomials are unsatisfactory for this purpose. In- 
deed, the projective variety defined by the homogenization hfi, . . . , hfs of the input 
polynomials may contain components at infinity of absolutely unrelated imension. 
So even knowing the geometry of th I e variety V, nothing specific can be said about 
the complexity of a Grobner basis computation for the homogeneous ideal 
generated by (“fi, . . . , “f,). 
Then, given f,, . . . , fs we want to find a family of homogeneous polynomials 
Cl , l e* , G, in k[.~, . . . ,x,J such that: 
pcl(V):= {yePn: G,(y)=O, . . ..G.(y)=O} 
where pcl( V) is the smallest projective subvariety IV of P” such that F’n (~0 = I) is 
V; i.e., with no extra component at infinity. Moreover, we want to control the 
degrees of G,, . . . , Gt in terms of d. 
In this paper, we describe an efficiently parallelisable subexponential time 
algorithm which solve this problem (see Corollary 2.7). 
We also show (see Theorem 2.10) how the same problem of computing the projec- 
tive closure pcl(V) can be solved by suitably truncated Grobner basis algorithms 
(i.e., algorithms manipulating only polynomials of “low degree”). Observe however 
that such algorithms are intrinsically sequential and are not efficiently paralleled. 
The proof of these two algorithms are based on an effective Nullstellensatz (see 
[5,10,11,20,13,8]) and on a consequence of Bezout’s inequality (see [19]) detailed 
in Section 1. 
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1. Preliminaries on the degree of algebraic varieties 
In this section we recsll some inequalities involving degrees of algebraic sets and 
(total) degrees of polynomials defining them. The estimates given here will allow us 
to obtain satisfactory degree bounds for homogeneous equations defining the pro- 
jective closure of affine varieties. 
1.1. Notations. We denote by An the n-dimensional affine space over the algebraic 
closed field Q. 
Let X ], . . . ,X,, be indeterminates over Q. We shall identify the ring of affine 
coordinates Q[A”] with the polynomial ring sZ[X,, . . . ,X,,]. 
If f&[X,, . . . , XJ, then deg(f) will denote the total degree off. 
For polynomials f *, . . . ,fill E 52[Xl, . . . , X,J, we denote by Z( f,, . . . ,$,,,) the zero 
set: {a~An:fi(a)=O,...,fi,I(a)=O}. 
By a closed subvariety of A” we shall always mean a set of the form 
Z(f,, ..=,&), with fi9 .*.,~,,,EQ[X~, l ,X,J- 
If V is a closed subvariety of A”, dim(V) will denote the dimension of V. 
1.2. Definitions (see [19, Definition 11). Let V be a subvariety of A” with 
dim(V) = r. 
(i) If V is irreducible, the degree of V is 
deg(V) :== sup{ #(En V): EcA" is a (n - r)-dimensional affine 
subspace with #(En V) < 00). 
(ii) If V= w, U l U Wr is the decomposition of V in irreducible components, we 
define the degree of V as: 
deg(V) := i deg( q). 
j=l 
The reader should 
algebraic geometry. 
note that this definition of degree is rat her nonorthodox in 
1.3. Proposition. Let V be a closed subvariety of A” with dim(V) = r. Then: 
(1) If V=Z(f) wherefEQIXI,..., X,,] is a square free polynomial, then deg(V) 
is equal to deg(f ). 
(2) If V= W1 n Wz is the intersection of the closed subvarieties W, and Wz. then 
deg( V) 5 deg( W,) deg( W2). 
(3) If V is the zero set of the polynomials fi, . . . , fi,, E Q[XI, w=w, X, ] and 
d:=max{deg(fj): 1 sjsm), then deg(V)rd”. 
(4) There exist n + 1 polynomials f 1, . .. 9n + lE QIX1, *. . , X,,] with deg(h) 5 de&V) 
forallj, lsjrn+l, such that Vis thezeroset offi,...,fn+I. 
(5) If V is irreducible, there exists an open af;tine subvariety (3 elf 
that for all M. A& 0, the affine subspace E of 
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E:= (a~ A": (a,, . . . . an, -l)M=O} 
is (n - r)-dimensional and satisfies: # f V n E) = deg( V). 
roof. (1) It can easily be verified. We omit the details. 
(2) This is a Bezout inequality [ 19, Theorem 11. 
Claim. There exist polynomials hl, . . . , h, E QIXl, . . . , X,,] such that for each t, 
lSt92: 
(a) h, is a Q-linear combination of fi, . . . , fm and 
(b) each irreducible component C of the zero set Z(hl, . . . . h,) such that C is not 
contained in V, satisfies dim(C) = n - t. 
Proof. By induction on t. For t = 0 or t > n, there is nothing to prove. Assume that 
for some t, 15 t s n, there are given polynomials hl, . . . , h,_ l, satisfying the prop- 
erties (a) and (b). Let C be the set of all irreducible components of hl, . . . , h, _ I




Since C is not included in V, we deduce that EC is different from Dn’. Since G 
is infinite and C is finite, we conclude that UEc, where C rur:s through C, is strict- 
ly included in a”‘. Let ad2”‘\(J~~ and let h,:= h(“). 
Let C’ be a component of Z(hl, . . . . h,) such that C’ is not included in V. There 
exists a component C of h *, ...,hr_I such that C’ is a component of Cn (hl=O}. 
Since C’ is not included in V, we have CE C. Thus h, does not vanish on C. 
Therefore dim(C’) = dim(C) - 1 = n --- t. This completes the proof of the claim, 
(3) From our claim we obtain that each irreducible component of V is an irreduci- 
ble component of the zero set of hl, . . . , h,. Taking properties (1) and (2) into ac- 
count we see that deg(V)rd”. 
(4) Let V= WI IJ l U l4( be the irreducible decomposition of V. By [19, Remark 
41, given at, . . . . a, E A”\ V there exist polynomials gl, . . . , g, such that for each j, 
1 SjSt: 
deg(gi) 5 deg(q); 
gj vanishes on H$; 
gj((Xk)fo for all k, Llkrp. 
Let g := gl . . . gr. Then deg(g) 5 deg(V), g vanishes on V but not on any of’ the 
al , . . . , a,. Property (4) can be deduced from this fact in the same way as Proposi- 
tion 3 of [19] follows from Remark 4 (lot. cit.). 
irectly follows from Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 of 1191. Cl 
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1.4. Definition. Let Ivc A” be a closed subvariety. The cone of I/ is the subset of 
A ‘+ ’ defined by: 
c(V):={@(l,cx):OESZ, UE V}. 
In order to show that c(V) is a closed subvariety of A”+ * we introduce the 
following 
1.5. Notations. To the indeterminates Xi, . . . , X,, over 52 of Notations 1.1 we add 
a new one, namely X0, so that f2[An+‘] =Q[X,-,,...,X,J. 
Given a polynomial g E Q[X i, . . . , X,,] we denote ‘*g the homogeneous polynomial 
(x())deg(g)g(X, /x, , . . . ,X,/X0). Note that deg(hg) = deg(g). 
Let Pn be the n-dimensional projective space over Q. For homogeneous ideals 
Iz sz[X(), . . . , X,J, Z(I) will denote the projective zero set: {a! E Pn: F(a) = 0 for all 
FEI}. 
By a closed subvariety of P” we shall mean a set of the form Z(I) for some 
homogeneous ideal I C_ Q [X0, . . . , XJ. 
1.6. Definiiion. Let j : An -+ P* be the canonical inclusion defined by 
j(cx) := (1 : a1 : l : a,) for all a = ((xi, . . . , q), a E A”. Given a closed subvariety 
V/c A”, we call the closure of j(V) in Pn (with respect o the Zariski topology) the 
projective clo~:ure of V. We denote the projective closure of V by pcl(V). 
1.7. Remark. Let 7r: A”+l \ (0) -+ P” be the canonical projection. Then 
(1) PW) = ~(c(V)\ (0)); 
(2) ~-‘(Pcw)) = c(v)\ (0); 
(3) dim(V) = dim(pcl( V)) = dim(c( V)) - 1. 
1.8. Definition. Let 2 be a closed subvariety of P” with dim(Z) = r. 
(i) If 2 is irreducible, the degree of 2 is defined as 
deg(2) := sup{ # (Fn 2): FC P” is an (n - r)-dimensional inear 
subvariety with # (Fn 2) c =}. 
(ii) If 2 is reducible and Z= 2, U l U 2, is the decomposition of 2 in irreducible 
components, we define the degree of 2 as 
deg(2) := f: deg(Zj). 
j=l 
We shall need the following well-known lemma for which we give an elementary 
proof. 
emma. Let W be a closed subvariety of P’ and let r := dim(W) + 1. 
there exists a polynomial @E sZ[tikj: 0~ k< n, 15 jr r] \ (0) with the following 
property: 
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If W intersects the linear subvariety of Pn defined by the equations: 
aOjxO + l *a +UnjXn=O, 1 cj4r, 
then @(a,, . . . , a,) = 0. 
“)’ be the r-fold product of Pn. Let X0, . . . ,X,, be the homogeneous 
coordinates of Pn. For each j, 1 s j I r, we introduce new indeterminates uoj, . . . , unj 
over G which represent homogeneous coordinates for the jth factor of (P”)‘. 
For all j, 1 <jsr, we define the forms L,, . . . . L,. in Q[u,X] := Q[uo,, . . . ,unr; 
X0 , . . . ,XnJ as 
Let I be the largest homogeneous ideal in QIXo, . . . , X,,] defining W. We shall use 
the notations ZtrJ and Z(,) for the ideals: 
I(‘):= f) ((r, L1, . . . ,L,M;)ES2[u,xJ; 
k=l 
For all k, Oskrn, we denote by (I,&, . . . . L,) : xk” the ideal of Q[u, X] consisting 
of those F such that (Xk)“Fe (I, L,, . . . , L,) for some &No. 
Taking into account the fact that the projection map 
R : P" x (P”)‘+ (a” j’ 
is closed, one sees easily that 
ww, L,, l ** 9 L,)) = n(Z(Z”“)) =Z(Z(,)). 
To each (yt, . . . , y,) E (P”)‘, we associate the linear subvariety Z(Yt, . . . , Y,) of Pn 
defined by the equations YojXo+ l *.+YnjX,I=O, 1 sjcr. Then 
(Y I,**., U,)EZ(I(;)) it-f wnzty,, *.., z’,)#& 
Thus, in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that Z(Z& is different 
from (P’)‘, 
Let K,..., Y, be algebraically independent linear forms in QIXo, . . . , X,] such that 
ZM2[Y&., r,]=(O); 
Q[Xo, ‘**P X,1/1 is integral over QIYI, . . . . u,l with respect to the canonical 
monomorphism 
f‘: Q[y,, . . . , y,] --) cqx,, . . . ,x&v. 
Note that such linear forms exist by the Noether’s Normalization Lemma. 
For each j, 15 js r, let yj E be the projective point whose homogeneous coor- 
dinates are the coefficients of the linear form 5. 
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We shall see that ( y 1, . . . , y,) does not belong to Z(I& finishing thus the proof. 
Let k, OS&~, be given. We denote by x the class of Xk in sZ[X]/I. Since 
sE[X]/Z is a graded Q-algebra andfpreserves total degrees, it follows that x satisfies 
an integral dependence quation: 
P+a,,,_,x”‘-’ + 0.. +a,=0 
with aj = 0 or aj homogeneous and deg(aj) = m -j for all j, 05 jc m - 1. Therefore 
00, l =,a,,,-1 E(Y,, l ..9 y,). Thus x”’ E (&, . ..) Y,)fJ[X]/I; i.e., (XJ” e (I, q, . . . . Y,). 
Since k was arbitrary, we obtain that (X0, . . . , X,) = rad(l, Y1, . . . , K). Henceforth 
Z(4 &, l .*, F) = 0. From our previous discussion, it follows that ( yI, . . . , y,.) does 
not belong to Z&.,). Cl 
1.10. D.X_CB”lP ~~~;1~uak n. T ot .mc. A LdbL u3 u b ClOV.,#3 th. t h.3 ;84c%.-4 Jbl v b LllUL Lllb 1,,,1 iir, Ul L11b y1wwa 01 L~AllALlU 1.J 1 nf tha mrnnf nf T ammo 1 0 is p4pl_ 
cipal if the variety W is “pure-dimensional” i.e., if all its irreducible components 
have the same dimension. In this case a generator of I(,., is called a Chow form of 
W. For the problem of computing efficiently Chow forms, see [9]. 
1.11. Proposition. Let V/c An be a closed subvariety. Then deg(V) = deg(c(V)) = 
deg(pclV)). 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case in which I/ is irreducible. 
Let r := dim(V). By Remark 1.10, dim(c( V)) = r + 1 and dim(pcl( V)) = r. 
It easily follows from the definitions that: 
Using Lemma 1.9 with IV:= pcl(V) n 2(X0) one can see that: 
deg( V) I deg(pcl( V)). 
Thus there remains oniy to show that deg(c(V)) sdeg(V). Since deg(V) 11 we 
may suppose, without loss of generality, that 1 < deg(c(V)). 
For each MEA (n+2iX(r+1) let EM denote the affine subspace of AI’*+~: {(ao, . . . . 
CY,): (a(), . . ..a., -l)M=O}. 
Let 0 be an open affine subvariety of A(” i~3)x(1’+ ‘) such that for all M, ME 0, 
the affine subspace E is (n- r)-dimensional and satisfies # (I/n E) = deg( V). 
Claim. There exists a linear subvariety E oj’ A"+ ’ satisfying the two cfollo wing con- 
ditions :
(a) E is defined by equations of the form: 
x0= 1, f#Q =o, . . ..@.=O 
where &, . . . , &. are @linear forms in XoY ,. . , X,, . 
(b) dim(E) = n-r and #(Enc(V))=deg(c(V)). 
Let I/o0 := pcT(I/) n {X, = 0} . Since dim( Voo) = r - 1, Lemma 1.9 implies 
that there exists a polynomial @ E !2[ukj: 0 5 k n, 15 jr r] such that 
@(at, . . . 9 a,) =0 if Vm intersects the linear subvariety of P” defined by the 
equations: 
aOjxO+ l ** +anjXn=O, 1 Ij5r. 
Let M=(mkj) E 0. Then E is the affine subspace of A”+’ defined by the 
equations: 
mOjXo+ l ** +Vl~~~X~=~n,l,j~ Oljsr. 
Since # (En c(V)) = deg(c( V)) c 00 and we had supposed that deg(c( V)) > 1, there 
exists an index j, say j = 0, such that mn + i,o # 0. 
For each j, OSjsr, let ~j:=mn+,,oOj-mn+l,jOo, where @j:=mojXo+***+ 
mnjXn. We see that E can be defined by the equations: 
@)=m,+,,o, @I =o, l **, @,=O. 
Let F be the linear subvariety of Pn defined by the equations: 
@, =o, .. ..&=O. 
For each j, 1 sj<r, let a! :=(aoi ,..., a,,j) be the vector of coefficients of Gj. 
Since 0 is open, we may restrict our original choice of kk 0 in such a way that 
@(at, . . . 9 a,) # 0 and dim(F n pcl( V)) = 0. 
Let {PI, . . . . Pl}:=E,,,@(V). Note that t=deg(c(V)). Let l(:krt and let Pk= 
@Ok , . . . , @nk). The projective point (ok : l : Conk) belongs to F fl pd( V). Thus 
mv== 0 impks aOk =o. 
For each k, lrkst, let Qk:=(l,CXtk/(Xr)k ,..., ank/aOk). Oni: verifies easily that Qk 
is different from Qi for k #j. Moreover { Qr, . . . , QI} is contained in the intersection 
of c(V) with the subspace E of A”+’ defined by the equations: 
x0= 1, 9, =o, .. ..&=O. 
This finishes the proof of the Claim. The inequality deg(c(C’))c:deg(V) 
follows. cl 
he computation of the projective closure 
In this section we show that, for the computation of the projeLtrve closure, usual 
Grobner basis algorithms can be “truncated” in such a way that only polynomials 
of “low degree” are manipulated. 
In the sequel K will denote a (arbitrary) field with algebraic closure Sz. We shall 
otations of Section 1 (se? Definition 1.4, Notations 1.5 and Definition 
1.6). 
n be the chxed subvariety defined by the polynomials 
Then c( V) (respectively pcl( V )) is the closed subvariety qf 
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A n +I (respectively P”) defined by the homogenizations hg of all polynomials g in 
the ideal (fi, weg,fm)= 
Proof. Straightforward. Cl 
2.2. Notations. For each E= (et, . . . , e,) e A$, XE will denote the manic monomial 
in X1,..., Xn with exponents el, . . . , e,,. 
Let < be the diagonal order in the set of manic monomials of KIXl, . . . , Xn] in- 
duced by XI < l **<Xn. Explicitly, for all E=(e, ,..., en), D=(dl ,..., d,)eN& this 
order satisfies: 
XD<XE e i dj< i ej or 
j=l j=l 
n n 
c dj= c ej and there exists p, 1 sp%n, such that 
j=l j=l 
dj=ej for j>p and d,<e,. 
Let X’ := (X0,X), D’ := (DO, D), E’ := (EO, E) in N,” ’ *, and let e be the following 
nrfbrino* VI -_* “‘D. 
X’D’< X’E’ e i dj< i ej or 
j=O j=O 
i dj= i ej and XD<XE. 
j=O j=O 
2.3. Proposition. Let ( fi, . . . , f,) be a standard (i.e., Grtibner) basis of an ideal I 
w.r. t. the ordering c , then (“f ,, . . . , “f,) is a standard (i.e., Griibner) basis of hI 
w.r.t. the ordering e . 
Proof. Straight forward. Cl 
2.4. Remark. From Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, we immediately derive an 
algorithm for computing the projective closure. However, the Mayr-Meyer’s exam- 
ple [24] shows that this algorithm has complexity doubly exponential in n. See also 
WI l 
2.5. A simple example. Consider the ideal I in KjX,,Xt!, generated by 
f, =x*x*-2, f1=X,X,+X, - 1. Its zero set consists in the point (-1, -2). 
The “rough” homogenization off, and fi introduces two extra points at infini- 
ty: in homogeneous coordinates (l,O,O) and (0, 1,O). However, “I is just (Xl + 
x03 x2 + 2.&J. 
In [l6] we describe and discuss ome examples having extra components at infini- 
ty with jum in the dimension. 
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2.6. Theorem. Let V c An be the zero set of the polynomials f,, . . . , fm E K[X,, . . . , 
X,,] with d := max{deg(fi): 15 j 5 m} and let pcl( V) be the projective closure of V 
We denote by 3 the integer max(d”, 3”). 
Let N be the number of monomials M in X1, . . . ,X,, such that deg(M) 5 A(dn + 1) 
and let A be the matrix with N rows, whose columns are the coefficients of the 
polynomials Mfi, where M is a monomial, 15 jl m and deg(Mfj) 5 A(d” + 1). (We 
decreasingly order the rows of A with the diagonal order in the set of monomials 
in X1, . . ..X..) 
Let A’ be an upper triangular matrix obtained from A by column eIementary 
operations. Let g,, l . . , g, be the polynomials in K [X,, . . . , X,J whose coefficients 
form the columns of A’. For each j, 15 js t, let Gj := hgj be the homogenization 
Of gj= 
Then the projective closure pcl( V) of V is the (projective) zero set Z (G, , *. . , G,). 
roof. We first observe that the polynomials Gt, . . . , G, vanish on pcl(V). This 
follows from the fact that the polynomials gl, . . . , g, belong to the ideal of 
K[X,, l **, X,,l generated by f 1, . . . ,.L . 
From Propositions 1.3 and 1.11 we obtain that there exist homogeneous poly- 
nomials HI, . . . . H,+&E?[Xo, . . . . X,J, with deg(Hj)l deg(V) for all j, 15 jl n + 2, 
and such that pcl( V) is the zero set of HI,. . . , H,, + 2. By Lemma 2.1 we may assume 
without loss of generality that for all j, 15 jl n + 2, X0 does not divide ki’. 
For each j, l=jrn+2, let hj:=Hj(l,X,,...,X,,)E~[X1,...,X,]. Since X0 does 
not divide ffj, we obtain that Hj is the homogenization of hj. 
Since for all j, 15 jl n + 2, Hi vanishes on pcl( V), it follows that hj vanishes on 
V. From [ 13, Theo&me 2) or [8, Corolario (2.7)], for all j, 1 c js n + 2, it follows 
that there exists a representation: 
111 
bj:=(hj)“= C Cjkfk (1) 
k-l 
where CjkEQ[X]r am*, XJ and deg(cjk,fk)sd(deg( V) + l&&d” + 1) for all k, 
1 lkm (see Proposition 1.3 (3)). 
Let Bj :“” “bj be the homogenization of bj l Since Bj is the Ath power of I+“, we 
see that pcl( V) is the zero set of B,, . . . , B,, +2. 
From (1) we deduce that the coefficients of b,, . . . , b,, +2 are Q-linear combina- 
tions of the columns of A. Thus for each j, 1 sjsn+ 2, there exists a represen- 
tation: I 
with $ E Q for all k, I 5 k 22 t. 
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This implies that the zero set of Gi, . . . , G, is included in pcl(V). Since we had 
observed that these polynomials vanish on pcl(V), the proof is complete. q 
2.7. Corollary. Let K be a (arbitrary) field with algebraic closure 52. Let 
f 1, l **,f,,EKIX*, **a, X,,] be polynomials in the indeterminates X1, . . . , Xn over K 
with d := max{ deg( fj): 15 js m>. Let V c An be the zero set of the polynomials 
f 1, . . . , f,,, in the JS -dimensional affine space An over Q. Then there exists an 
algorithm which computes homogeneous polynomials G1, . . . , G, E K [X0, . . . , X,J 
with the folio wing properties: 
(1) tlm(A(d”+ l))“=md”(n’). 
(2) deg(Gj)r A(dn + l), for all j, 1 s jr t. 
(3) The projective closure pcl(V) of V in PI’ is the projective zero set of 
G G,. 1, l ** 9 
This algorithm requires only K-linear algebra subroutines and works in: 
- sequential time: m4(A(dn + 1))4n = m4do@); 
- parallel time: 0(n4) log2 (md). 
2.8. Notations. Let < be the diagonal order of monomials in Xi, . . . , X,1 intro- 
duced in Notations 2.2. By < we shall also denote the corresponding order in N,“. 
For f := CaEXEEKIX1, . . ..X.J\{O}, we define: 
Exp(f):=max{EENl: a&O}, 
Mf) := aExp(f), 
Head(f) : = aExptfjX Exp(f). 
For pairs (Jg) of nonzero polynomials we introduce the following notations: 
HeadIf, g) := lcm(Head( f ), Head(g)), the lowest common multiple of 
Head(f) and Head(g) with coefficknt lc( f )Ic(g). 
If M and N are the (unique) monomials satisfying: 
then 
MHead( f) = M-Iead(g) = Head(f, g), 
Wg):=Mf-Ng, 
de&L g) : = de&W’) = deg(Ng). 
2.9. Lemma (Compare [12, Lemma (3.2)]). Let F:= { fi, . . ..firr) be a finite subset 
of wq, 0.0 9 X,,]. Let bE(fi, . . . . f,,,) be given, and let DE No such that there exists 
a representation : 
X,,] and deg(pj fj) 5 D for all j, 15 j 5 rn. 
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Let So(F) := F and for k> 0 let Sk(F) be the subset of K [X,, . . . , X,] obtained 
from Sk_,(F) as follows: 
)U{S(.,&h):f,h~&-1(F) and deg(f,h)lD}. 
Then there exists NE No such that: 
b= c qyf 
f 
where f runs through S,(F) and for all f&(F), qfe K[X,, . . ..X.] and 
deg(qff) 5 deg(b). 
2.10. Theorem. Let V c An be the zero set of the polynomials fi, . . . ,f,,, E 
K[Xl, 9.. 3 X,J with d := max{deg(f,): 15 jr m> and let pcl(V) c Pn be the projec- 
;ive closure of V. Then the output of the truncated Grtibner basis algorithm 
Algorithm 1 is a (finite) set of polynomials whose zero set is pcl( V). 
lgorithm 1. 
input: fi, . . ..fm 
B:={(k,j): Isk<jrm} 
t:=m 
while B is not empty do: 






B := B\ {(W} 
end 
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Let bl, ...g bn+z be the polynomials introduced in the 
proof of Theorem 2.6 (see (1)). As we have shown in that theorem, the homogeniza- 
tions BI, .e* 9 B,+t of bl, l e. 9 bn+z define the projective closure of V. 
From the representations (1) and Lemma 2.9 applied to the polynomials 
bl b P*‘*) n+2, we obtain that there exists NE NO such that for all j, 15 jc n + 2, Bj 
belongs to the ideal generated by {“J f tz S,,,(F)}. Since pcl(V) is the zero set of 
4 9 “-9 B n+2, and S&(F) is included in the ideal of KIXl, . . . ,X,J generated by 
fi, g*m ,f,, we deduce that the zero set of {hf: f E S,(F)} is equal to pcl(V). The 
proof is complete. Cl 
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